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– Outcomes of the Sustainable Development Workshop of the 2018 GA

Presentation of project ReUMedD proposal submitted in February 2019
Fadi El Hage, Delegate to the Rector for Regional Development and External Programs, Université de Saint Joseph (Lebanon) and Mariane Domeizel, Vice-Rector for Sustainable Development, Aix-Marseille University (France)

– Exchanges about incoming cooperation

Presentation of the project “Valorization of Mediterranean and Saharian Natural Plants by means of Supercritical Fluids Processes. Application to Sensitive Industrial Fields (Pharmaceutical and Food Industries)”
Chaouki Benabbas, Vice-Rector for External Relations, University of Constantine 3 (Algeria)

Presentation of DemoMed
Elena Ambrosetti, Sapienza University of Rome (Italy)

11.30 General Assembly 2020:
20th Anniversary of the Téthys Network

11.45 Closing remarks and the closing of the 2019 annual board meeting

12.00 Lunch
General Assembly of the Euro-Mediterranean Universities Network Téthys

Programme

Wednesday, 10th April, 2019

08.30 Welcome of participants

09.00 Opening Remarks
Bruno Botta, Deputy Rector for International Relations, Sapienza University of Rome (Italy)
Sylvie Daviet, Vice President of International Relations, Aix-Marseille University (France)

09.30-11.30 Session 1 Mediterranean Networks operating in higher education and research

KEYNOTE SPEECH:
Emmanuel Gardan, Director for Higher Education and Research, UPIM - Union for the Mediterranean

ROUNDTABLE:
Olivier Boiron, General Director of RMEI - Mediterranean Network of Engineering Schools
Marcello Scalisi, General Director of UNIMED - Mediterranean Universities Union
Anne Skrobot, Director of the Pôle Téthys and Mediterranean Cooperation, Aix-Marseille University (France)
Etienne Ehouan Ehile, General Secretary of AAU - Association of African Universities

MODERATOR: Capucine Edou, Head of International Relations at Aix-Marseille University (France)

DEBATE AND CONCLUSIONS

Thursday, 11th April, 2019

08.30 Welcome of participants

09.00 Opening Remarks
Michel Autric, President of the Téthys Network, Aix-Marseille University (France)
Isabelle Renaudet, Scientific Director of the Téthys Network, Aix-Marseille University (France)
Carlo Giovanni Cereti, Rector's Delegate for International Cooperation, Sapienza University of Rome (Italy)
Francesca Giofrè, Rector's Delegate for Téthys Network, Sapienza University of Rome (Italy)

09.15-11.30 Session 3 The Téthys network

DEBATE AND CONCLUSIONS

09.45 The network's activities and programs
– European projects in progress
EUUNIT Project
Presentation by a partner from the project consortium DA
SATELIT Project
Radouane Mrabet, President of Université Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdellah de Fès (Morocco)
YABDA Project
Ahmed Bouras and Chaouki Benabbas, Rector and Vice-Rector of University of Constantine 3 (Algeria)
CLICHA et REEV_Med projects
Daniele De Meneghi, University of Turin (Italy)